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23 September 2022 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
The Somerset Partnership – Public Statement 
 
I am writing to you to update you on a positive new development for our school.   We have been working for the past six months 
on bringing together a group of schools that we can work with in the future to help our school, our children and staff, to 
develop.  You may be aware that there has been a government drive towards academisation where schools join together to 
form multi-academy trusts (MATs).  The recent White Paper for Education set out that all schools should have this ambition by 
2030.   
 
Our governors have considered the options that are available at this moment in time and have concluded that it is appropriate 
to take formal steps to secure school partners.  We are still at an early stage, but we are moving forward with a partnership of a 
group of schools that includes four secondary schools – Ansford Academy, The Blue School, Huish Academy and Kingsmead 
School – and around 20 primary/infant schools from across those areas, all of whom feed into those secondary schools. 
 
The Somerset Partnership will be a formal alliance between these schools that is focused on educational outcomes and 
opportunities.  The ambition is that schools will retain the individual character and flavour that helps them serve their local 
communities, whilst at the same time providing them with the support structures necessary to deal with the many issues that 
we face currently.  All schools that have agreed to join the Partnership share a similar vision and values.  Individually, there is 
variation from church schools to non-church schools, some very small, rural primaries contrasting with some large secondaries.  
Regardless of their current position, all have agreed to work on behalf of all of the children across the Partnership. 
 
It is not intended that this creates a MAT structure at this present time, so each individual school will retain its own leadership, 
governance and staffing structure.  If the Partnership develops, then this may become a question for a future time, but you have 
my assurance that if this happens, then you will be fully consulted.  Equally, The Somerset Partnership will not create an 
exclusive arrangement.  All schools will find the need to collaborate with others depending on the issues that they face, notably 
maintaining close ties with all local schools. Kingsmead is still very committed to working with our local primary schools in the 
Tone Valley Partnership, some of whom who have also joined the Somerset Partnership.  As we emerge from the disruption 
that we have faced during the pandemic, it is good to look forward to a more positive future that opens up wider opportunities 
for the children in our school.  I will endeavour to keep you up to date as the Partnership grows and progresses. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Mark Williams 
Head Teacher 


